Web caches currently deployed on the Internet operate under a pull model in which client request streams determine the content of the cache. An alternative push model would allow web servers to pro-actively replicate their contents to caches. Given the finite amount of cache space, a question arises as to which objects should be kept in cache. In [GS95] , the authors propose a push caching model whereby the content of the cache is determined by participating servers in a co-operative fashion. In this paper we explore an auction-based scheme that achieves an efficient allocation of disk space based on utilities revealed by both content servers and web caches. We show that our approach provides higher user valuation than traditional replacement policies without sacrificing overall hit rate. At the same time we solve the truthful revelation incentive problems associated with a cooperative approach. Our approach both implements e-commerce in caching service, and improves the infrastructure for supporting other e-commerce by providing quality of service differentiation.
Introduction
The content of a web cache, as currently deployed on the Internet, depends on two factors: the request stream initiated by clients and the cache replacement policy. In this paper we describe a model whereby web servers may specify which of their contents they want cached. We call the former pull caching and the latter push caching. While pull caching has been successfully deployed, we think there will be instances in which push caching could be very useful. The main motivation behind push caching is that web servers may have information not available to either the clients or the web caches. A server that is about to release an object that is expected to be highly popular, for example, the trailer for an upcoming movie, an update to a popular software package, or an influential government report, may want to have the object pushed to caches on the Web before it announces the availability of the object. By doing push caching, not only will the server prevent itself from being swamped by requests, it will also decrease the download time experienced by its clients and, at the same time, reduce overall network bandwidth usage. 1 Given the finite amount of space available at web caches, when cache space is fully utilized some existing objects must be evicted from the cache to accommodate a new object. Replacement policies for traditional pull caching rely on access history to make their decisions. The least recently used (LRU) policy evicts items based on their recency of use. The least frequently used (LFU) policy makes its decision based on each object's frequency of use. With push caching, the object servers communicate information for the cache manager to use in making replacement decisions. This information might be based on access histories, but it might also incorporate other information available to the server but not part of the historical access log. 2 In [GS95] , the authors proposed a push caching scheme in which content servers co-operate with the web caches and with each other to determine the relative ranking of pushed objects. An object is not pushed to the web caches unless the demand for it exceeds a certain threshold. The value of this threshold and destinations to which objects are pushed are periodically tuned by a central administrator. The authors showed that geographic push caching can reduce network traffic by 26%.
In this paper we propose a market-based push caching mechanism in which cache space is auctioned off to servers. The advantages of using a market-based mechanism in push caching include:
1. The network (caching) resources can be allocated in order to maximize the aggregate value they provide to network users: well-designed markets yield efficient resource allocations.
2. A market mechanism decentralizes the cache space allocation decisions. With the distribution of allocation decisions, servers can employ more complex functions or large access histories in order to predict future popularity, or to calculate the value per request from putting specific objects into the cache. For example, LFU and LRU are very simple, not generally optimal forecasts of future requests.
3. A market mechanism also allows for access history to be kept at object servers and be communicated to the web caches in the form of value per request computed by the servers.
4. A server may choose to compute the bid value of an object independent of its access history or other indicators of expected popularity. For example, a server that wants to reduce the download time of its object may decide to bid high even if its client population is small. In general, the bidder can introduce information not available to a central cache manager.
In our earlier work [KCJMM99] we proposed and investigated a market-based web caching system that provides differentiated quality of service, through basing the replacement policy on bids for the value of hits. In this paper we propose and investigate a market mechanism based on the value of disk space in the cache.
In [KLL + 97] the authors propose a system in which cache spaces are distributed across the Internet. Web content servers can rent cache spaces to hold mirrors of their contents. Since this is a commercial product, no further details are available on the architecture of the system.
There have been several pioneering efforts to apply market-based mechanism to the allocation of computing resources such as cpu cycles, disk space, etc. in both stand-alone and distributed systems [WHH + 92, MMV95a, MMV95b, CSEZ93, Cla95, Wel96, KS89]. Several researches assert that the use of market-based mechanism in allocation of computing resources has not seen widespread adoption because the limiting resources are sufficiently inexpensive that they can be overprovisioned. We believe that over-provisioning on the Internet will not be practical for at least three reasons:
for each period move previously pushed objects to the space managed by LRU initialize available space to max cache size collect bids of <bidder, size, value per byte> sort the bids in descending order of value per byte for each bid in the sorted list if size is less than or equal to available space accept the bid decrement available space by size if the object in LRU space retrieve it else ask winning server to push object to cache else reject the bid if clearing price is not set set it to value per byte of this bid end if end for end for Figure 1 : The uniform price auction algorithm. Notice that there is always a bid with value-per-byte equals to cache's reserve price.
2. While a user or an institution may overprovision resources for its own use, communication on the Internet goes through several administrative domains, any one of which may decide not to over-provision to carry someone else's traffic.
3. Network traffic has very high variance. The authors of [LTWW94] have shown that aggregate network traffic is long-range dependent, which means it has infinite variance. Overprovisioning for the worst-case demand will require a lot of resources, which will be highly underutilized most of the time.
For these reasons, we think that market-based mechanism can play an important role in pushed caching.
Web Model
We classify computers on the Web into three categories: All requests for Web pages are initiated by browsers. The permanent homes of Web objects are servers. Caches are machines on the Web that hold temporary copy of Web objects and offload browser requests from servers. Caches reduce the download latency experienced by browsers. Periodically, caches hold a uniform price auction to determine which objects to accept for pushed caching. Before a new auction, the cache collects bids from servers. The bids are 3-tuples of the form <server-id, size-of-object, value-per-byte>. Bids are ranked in a descending order of value-per-byte. The n highest bidders that can fit in the available space are declared winners. If the cache has a nonzero reservation price, only bidders with value-perbyte higher than the reservation price are accommodated. The clearing price would be either the larger of the reservation price or the value-per-byte of the highest losing bid. The winning objects are then transferred by the cache from the servers. Figure 1 shows our auction algorithm.
Space not used to hold pushed objects is used to hold objects pulled by clients; this space is managed using the LRU replacement policy. In this study, we assume that cached objects are updated if if (200 != $htcode || ($method ne "GET" && $method ne "HEAD") || $logtag eq "TCP_DENIED" || $logtag eq "TCP_NEGATIVE_HIT" || $logtag eq "TCP_CLIENT_REFRESH" || $logtag =˜/ˆUDP_/ || $logtag =˜/ˆERR_/ || ($url =˜m!ˆhttp:! && $url =˜m!\.cgi/|\.cgi$|cgi-[bw]in|/cgi/|\?!i)) { $number_skipped++; next; } Figure 2 : Perl code to filter NLANR access logs, used within loop that iterates over all requests. The regular expression that identifies dynamic content is similar to that used within the Squid cache. We reject requests with HTTP reply code other than 200 because we are interested in successful requests for data not present in browser caches. This code removed 38.1% of all requests at the PA cache site, 41.7% at the SV site, and 36.3% at UC. the originals are modified. Our market-based mechanism can work with algorithms that ensure object freshness.
Experiments
In order to evaluate the aggregate value and qualityof-service that market-based push caching delivers to servers, we conducted a number of tracedriven simulations comparing it with LRU, unweighted LFU and Kelly et al.'s swLFU (for LFU and swLFU, we use time since last access to break ties). As input we selected three large request streams collected by the National Laboratory for Applied Network Research (NLANR) caches at Palo Alto (PA), Silicon Valley (SV), and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UC) during the period 15 August-28 August 1998 [fANR]. We filtered the raw NLANR access logs by removing all unsuccessful requests and requests for dynamic content; Figure 2 shows the actual Perl code used for this purpose.
NLANR access logs record the number of bytes written to clients for each request rather than the size of URLs, and this field often varies across requests for the same URL (HTTP headers vary in size, URLs change, and clients sometimes abort transfers manually). We define the size of a URL to be the maximum recorded transfer size among all requests for it.
Cache Parameters
Our cache has three parameters to be set by the cache owner: cache occupancy period length, cache size, and reserve price.
A period is the time interval between one auction and its successor. The contract between the cache and the servers states that the winning objects of the last auction can stay in the cache for one period. The authors of [GS95] set their period length to 30 minutes . In this paper, we use a period length of 20 minutes and cache sizes of 1, 4, 16, 64, 256 and 1024 megabytes (MB).
For all the results presented in Section 3.3, we set the reserve price to 0. In Section 3.4, we look into the effect of different reserve prices.
Server Bidding Algorithms
First, we assume all the servers we see in the trace are willing to push their objects to the cache and they will push every object that has a positive probability to be requested in the next period. (A server is simply the hostname or IP address component of a URL, we obtain it by the short Perl code segment shown in Figure 3) . We further assume all servers use the same bidding algorithm in each simulation.
In our experiments we consider the case where servers are very heterogeneous in the value they place on having their objects cached (v i ). We do this by first assigning a unique integer identifier ID i to each server, then assigning values v i to servers # extract string up to ':' (followed by port #) # or '/' (followed by path) $server = $1; # make it the server name The result is that v i are drawn from the set f1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000g.
The following subsections discuss the bidding algorithms we investigated. All algorithms are designed to forecast the number of future requests of an object in the next period. We assume that the product of this number, the object size, and the value-per-byte of the server would be the server's true valuation of having an object cached.
Regressed on Last Hour (RLH)
For each NLANR site, we first use the trace dated 1-14 August 1998 to compute the regression coefficients of each object. The regression coefficients are computed assuming linear regression: y = b 1 +b 2 x, where x is the number of requests for the object in the last hour, and y is the number of requests for the same object in the next 20 minutes. Table 1 lists the computed regression coefficients.
To compute the value-per-byte for each object, a server first computes the likelihood that an object will be requested in the next 20 minutes from the regression coefficients (b 1 ; b 2 ) computed above and a trace of the last hour requests (xs) for its objects. The value-per-byte of each object is then obtained by multiplying (b 1 + b 2 x) of the object with the server's valuation of having its objects cached (v i ).
Perfect Foresight (PF)
We are also interested in knowing the performance of the system if all the servers know the exact number of requests in the coming 20 minutes (y). The value-per-byte will then be computed as v i y. This should give us an upper bound on how well the system can perform, in that the servers are actually bidding according to their true valuations in this case; whereas in the other algorithms, they are only estimating their true valuations.
Limited Perfect Foresight (LPF)
Finally, we are interested in a performance upper bound on the class of algorithms that looks back one hour, for example, the RLH algorithm. Here we allow servers to look into the next 20 minutes but only submit bids for objects that also appeared in the last hour.
Results
To evaluate whether our system delivers higher welfare than non-market based systems, we define a metric called value rate as:
Here v i is as defined above, h i the amount of data (in bytes) browsers obtained from the cache as opposed to from server i, and t i is the total amount of data traffic (in bytes) seen at server i. We assume the benefit server i receives from caching is equal to the total benefits browsers using server i receive from cache, hence server i's utility function is u i (h i ) = v i h i . Figure 4 shows that in terms of value rate, market-based push caching with all servers using the same RLH bidding algorithm does better than LRU and LFU from 1MB to 16MB. This is because the cache is congested. In other words, the total size of bids submitted to an auction is much bigger than the cache size and results in a high clearing price. The average total bid sizes are 327.915MB, 246.636MB and 287.364MB for SV, UC, and PA sites respectively. The corresponding average clearing price are shown in Table 2 .
We see that the swLFU algorithm, which is not incentive compatible [Kel91] , outperforms RLH for nearly all cache sizes. This is not surprising because we run periodic auctions, so our response to changes in request stream lags 20 minutes. With Perfect Foresight (PF) hit rate is limited only by the finite cache size; whereas with less than perfect foresight, the first an object is requested, it will result in a mandatory cache miss.
The performance of push caching converges to that of LRU when the cache size is large. This is correct because the rest of the space in the cache that is not filled up by winning objects is managed by LRU. Since the total bid size for each period under RLH algorithm is fixed, the increasing cache size leaves most of the cache managed by LRU. Hence, it is not surprising that our push caching system degenerates to a normal LRU-managed cache. This is a desirable feature because the cache will toggle between pull-and push-caching depending on demand.
Reserve Price Analysis
If the goal of the cache manager is to improve the welfare of the system instead of its revenue, it can set a non-zero reserve price. The effect of a nonzero reserve price is visible only when the offered load to the cache is near capacity. When the offered load is much higher than capacity and the cache is heavily congested, the clearing price could potentially already be much higher than the reserve price; on the other hand, if offered load is below capacity, the cache is not congested and all objects can be cached. Figure 3 .4 shows that for a cache near capacity, some value of reserve price can improve both byte hit rate and value rate. 
Future Work
We plan to implement our model on the Squid [Dev] web cache, using AuctionBot [oMAL] to run the auctions. We also need a better server value distribution than 1, 10, 100, 1,000 and 10,000. Another direction is to improve our current bidding algorithms. With more information and a more sophisticated prediction algorithm, we may be able to better approach the ideal case of perfect foresight. Furthermore, we feel that a better way to model the reserve price of a cache would make it more realistic. For example, we can change our cache owner to a profit-maximizing agent instead of a welfare-maximizing one.
Conclusion
Motivated by the need to provide servers the autonomy to replicate objects, we developed a model that allows a proxy cache to accept pushed objects from servers. The push caching system is simple and highly flexible. While push caching requires bidding protocols, it remains transparent to the browsers. Hence no changes to existing protocols are required.
To tackle the incentive problem, we introduce a pricing mechanism for the cache space. The incentive compatibility of the mechanism ensures that servers are telling their true valuations. Since servers are bidding on their interest and their ben- efit is directly proportional to the frequency of future requests on the pushed objects, our system effectively delegates the computational overhead of managing caches to the servers. Our simulation results show that even with a very simple forecasting model, market-based push caching is able to deliver higher welfare than traditional cache management policies.
